
 

 

 
 
4 August 2022 
 
The Hon Matt Kean MP 
Treasurer 
52 Martin Place 
SYDNEY NSW 2000 
 
Dear Treasurer 
 
A prominent core member of Urban Taskforce Australia has recently advised of significant 
issues and delays with Revenue NSW and stamping of contracts which has resulted from Call 
Option via Revenue NSW’s new portal. 
  
A summary of events and issues are highlighted below: 
  

1. On the 8 June 2022 our member called 5 options for 5 strata lots within a strata plan 
and called for the exchange of contracts with the vendors; 
 

2. There was about a 25-day delay before all of the vendors returned signed contracts 
for us to lodge to Revenue NSW for stamping (which was the vendor’s fault); 

 
3. Settlement was due on the 22 July 2022; 

 
4. On 20 July 2022, all copies of Contracts and supporting documents were lodged to 

the eDuties portal for stamping and was marked as urgent; 
 

5. On 27 July 2022 our member paid all of the expected duty in prepayment to 
Revenue NSW (as requested by them) again highlighting the urgency of the 
transaction; 

 
6. As of 3 August 2022, even though all of the expected duties as assessed by Revenue 

NSW have been prepaid, our member STILL has not received stamped copies of the 
transfers and has had to settle outside of PEXA via traditional means; 

 
7. Our member settled traditionally on the same say and took signed transfers from the 

vendors. They are yet to receive stamped contracts and have had to register 
Caveats on title to protect our interests. 

 
Our core member has incurred significant legal and interest costs as a result of the delay to 
stamping, as incoming mortgagee funds were drawn since the 20 July 2022. It is particularly 
concerning to Urban Taskforce Australia as there weren’t any requisitions or questions in 
relation to the transfers. They were very simply just not assessed.   
  
A few years ago, one could grab a number at the Office of State Revenue and wait to get 
transfers stamped over the counter on the same day - usually within a couple hours.  
  
Urban Taskforce Australia believes that 13+ days of assessing 5 straightforward transfers for 
stamping is unreasonable, despite having paid all duties a week ago in advance. Payment 
of applicable duties and stamping of transfers should be simultaneous and occur within 24-48 
hours of lodgement via the portal. 
 
 
 



 

 

 
I would appreciate your urgent advice on this matter of great concern, particularly if this 
experience is indicative of a broader problem with delays. 
 
I have written regarding this matter to the Secretary of Treasury, Dr Paul Grimes, as well as 
your colleague the Minister for Finance, the Hon Damien Tudehope MLC.  
 
Should you wish to discuss this matter further, please call our Head of Policy, Planning and 
Research, Stephen Fenn on 9238 3969 or via email stephen@urbantaskforce.com.au.  
 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
Tom Forrest 
Chief Executive Officer 
M 0429 460 863 
E Tom@Urbantaskforfce.com.au 
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